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***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on the

SSAT Middle Level test. The SSAT Middle Level is extremely challenging and thorough test

preparation is essential for success. SSAT Middle Level Exam Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep

solution for anyone who wants to pass the SSAT Middle Level Exam. Not only does it provide a

comprehensive guide to the SSAT Middle Level Exam as a whole, it also provides practice test

questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. SSAT Middle Level Secrets Study Guide

includes:  A thorough and detailed review of the Secondary School Admission Test: Middle Level 

An in-depth look at writing  A breakdown of quantitative  An analysis of verbal  An examination of

reading comprehension  Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It's

filled with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test the concepts, procedures,

principles, and vocabulary that the Secondary School Admission Test Board (SSATB) expects you

to have mastered before sitting for the exam.  The Writing section covers:  Sentences  Drafts 

Revisions  The Quantitative section covers:  Real, rational, and irrational numbers  Converting

rational numbers  Inductive and deductive reasoning  Perimeter and area of rectangles  Mean,

median, mode, and range  Word problems  The Verbal section covers:  Synonyms  Analogies The

Reading Comprehension section covers:  Finding meanings of words  Text structure  Fact and

opinion  Style, tone, and mood  Generalization and inference These sections are full of specific and

detailed information that will be key to passing the SSAT Middle Level Exam. Concepts and

principles aren't simply named or described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid

out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it.

Because it's written with an eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to

worry about getting lost in dense academic language.  Any test prep guide is only as good as its

practice questions and answers, and that's another area where our guide stands out. Our test

designers have provided scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on the

actual SSAT Middle Level Exam. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles

and reasoning behind it crystal clear.  We've helped thousands of people pass standardized tests

and achieve their education and career goals. We've done this by setting high standards for our test

preparation guides, and our SSAT Middle Level Exam Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an

excellent investment in your future.
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When you are studying for this test, you know that the answers you give on the test are very

important. There are going to be right and wrong answers to give and you want to choose the right

answer. But youÃ¢Â€Â™re nervous and there are a lot of other things at play. This study guide can

help you work everything out in advance so when exam day rolls around, youÃ¢Â€Â™re ready.

First, the guide has test taking tips that can help you do everything possible in advance and on the

test day to ensure that you donÃ¢Â€Â™t make big mistakes on the exam. Second, the guide also

has study secrets to help ensure that you study in the right way to help you get as much information

in as possible. And third, the guide has all of the content you should review before taking the test.

The helpful tips and secrets are good on any test and are things you should keep in mind in the

future as you take other tests.

You have to meet a certain skill level to pass this exam. Allow SSAT Middle Level Secrets to show

you how to do it. It offers practical insight into the testing process itself. It helps you gauge the

progress you need to make.

This book falls way short on many levels. There isn't really much content here. The book only has

147 pages, the last 44 of which are answers to the one practice test. The one practice test is just

that, one practice test. For math, there's one 50 question practice test. For language skills, there are

30 synonym questions, 30 analogy questions and 40 reading comprehension questions.We have

the 2015 edition. I believe this is a first edition, although I am not certain, and it shows. There is one



math question, #10, that is repeated and appears as #31 as well. The synonym questions seemed

perfect for this age level. The analogy practice test appears to be a copy and paste from the GMAT

or something because it is completely inappropriate for 5th-7th grade students. The questions

require students to have significant prior knowledge in areas as far reaching as Norse mythology,

classical music, Latin, US Vice Presidents, high school level US literature. For example, can YOU

answer these? Do you think your 5th grader can answer these?BURMA is to ______________ as

KAMPUCHEA is to CAMBODIATIW is to FRIGG as WAR is to _________________MORRISON is

to BELOVED as ________________ is to THE BELL JARMOZART is to DON GIOVANNI as

PUCCINI is to __________________SINE QUA NON is to IN EXTREMIS as INDESPENSABLE is

to _______________ALKALI is to LITHIUM as TRANSITION is to __________________CHENEY

is to BUSH as MONDALE is to _______________Then, there's my all time favorite, PRODUCT is to

__________________ as MULTIPLICATION is to MULTIPLICATION. Pick from "quotient", "divisor",

"integer" and "dividend."There are many, many more questions that are so inappropriate for this age

level but I'll skip listing them all here. We sat around the table with 4 college educated adults and

could not answer several of the questions. That's a total waste of time and our money.The

typography is dull and lifeless which is important in this age. My fifth grade son, quickly noticed poor

typesetting, differing font sizes, missing portions of diagrams and inconsistent style in diagrams.

When you are asking your child to put in extra time studying it would be nice for the book to seem

credible and professionally produced and this book isn't one of them.I give this book two stars

because they do offer links to online videos to help review the math concepts. I didn't watch any of

the videos, but at least they are trying to go beyond the borders of a written page. Also, some of the

test taking strategies for how to work with the language section are useful but there is nothing

"SECRET" about this advice. It is pretty common sense and I'm sure if you buy a different book it

will contain this fairly basic advice.We also purchased "SUCCESS on the Middle Level SSAT: A

Complete Course" by Christa Abbott. That book is 291 pages and contains many, many more

practice problems and a consistent, professional, and modern design. I wish the Abbott book

contained a practice test or two rather than practice problems. This secrets book does contain one

practice test but with questions about Tig and Campuchea you have to question the value of such

questions. Side by side, the Abbott book is the clear winner in my opinion.

NowÃ¢Â€Â™s the time to get all you can from your study material. This guide includes a great

amount of information to help in test prep and allows you to see study mistakes that are holding you

back. The practice test is beneficial to the overall study process.



Like the brevity of the questions, how broad the subject range is, and it's the right length for

attention span

Excellent book, great resource guide and would highly recommend it.

So far is a great summary of what my child needs to know!

The format, font, size, layout is significantly different than the official guide. The level of questions

did not match the official guide. It seemed that this book was designed for another test and the

publishers just slapped an SSAT cover and title on it. My first product review because I don't want

other concerned parents to get taken in by this book
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